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With 45 seasons under its belt, Saturday Night Live (SNL) has long been known for its
sketches parodying American politics, culture and current events. The very first episode of SNL,
which aired on October 11, 1975, featured its first host, George Carlin, and musical guests, Billy
Preston and Janis Jan, along with nine regular cast members for the season. In addition to being
one of the longest-running comedy shows, SNL is highly popular with several reposted skits on
their Youtube channel reaching over 50 million views. The core of the show remains the same,
with skits such as "Weekend Update" being used as a recurring featured segment since the first
season. Program creator Lorne Michaels has been producing the show for more than 50 years. In
that time, there have been drastic societal changes both in the U.S. and around the world, and the
show has adapted to meet those changes and compete with other late-night shows over the years
such as The Howard Stern Show and Mad TV. Now in 2021, the show looks, sounds and feels
incredibly different, especially in the era of COVID-19. However, when looking closer at the
social, diversity, and political issues within the show, only surface-level progress has been made.
Today, more Americans view Saturday Night Live as being a more left-leaning and
progressive show; about 48 percent say the series is “more liberal” politically compared with
only five percent describing the show as “conservative” (Hayden 1). SNL is full of political satire
with many episodes featuring more than one skit with politician impressions. These impressions
of politicians are typically recurring characters even if the actors themselves are not part of the
main cast ensemble. In the premiere episode of season 45, there were many impressions: Alec
Balwin as Donald Trump, Kate McKinnon as Elizabeth Warren, Larry David as Bernie Sanders.
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The ‘politicians’ featured on SNL change corresponding with the presidents and other key
politicians that filter throughout the years. And although these characters may be new, the use of
politician impressions on SNL is not. In 1975 when SNL began airing its first season, the nation
was gearing up for a presidential election, similar to season 45 which has coincided with the
2020 presidential election. Cast members usually bring out either the worst or best in the
characters they impersonate, but it ramps up in an election year which has often revealed the
political partisanship of the show. In season one, Chevy Chase’s exaggerated impersonation of
Gerald Ford, in addition to Kate McKinnon’s Elizabeth Warren and Alec Baldwin’s Donald
Trump in season 45 have stirred responses from viewers and attempted to sway their opinions on
the presidential candidates. Chase admitted he had been leaning more toward the Democratic
side while playing Ford, and decided SNL was the perfect platform to broadcast his view as the
show was reaching millions of people across the country (Howard 1). In the final episode of
season one, Jimmy Carter was predicted to be the next president after the slogan, “Jimmy Carter,
next president!” was mentioned in a sketch, and in the first episode of the 45th season, Kenan
Thompson ended the “Inside the Beltway” sketch by saying “he gonna win again,” referring to
President Trump (“Woody Harrelson” 49:20 - 49:30). Moreover, political satire is almost always
featured during the "Weekend Update" segment. The main difference between the political satire
from 1975 to now, is the volume of political skits. In the first episode of season 45, four of the
skits featured political satire. This may be popular content, however, with SNL’s increase in
political news content, the lines between comedy and education are blurred. In an article
published in the Elon Journal of Undergraduate Research in Communications, the author states
“Saturday Night Live has evolved from its initial conception as political satire into what is
regarded by some viewers as a legitimate news source” (Leano 2). This can become somewhat
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dangerous if viewers begin to associate what ‘politicians’ do in these ridiculous and comedic
skits with real-life events. Politics aside, much of the content of the show varies greatly in each
season, particularly when it comes to American culture and current events.
The sketches in the first episode of season one largely portrayed women as futile
housewives dependent on their husbands, and who would only be satisfied once they had a
spouse. In “New Dad Insurance,” the narrator creates a scenario where the husband is taken out
of the family picture and proceeds to question the mental and physical stability of the wife and
child as a result. The two act worried and depressed, until a new husband steps in to replace the
former one, ultimately “saving” the family (“George Carlin, Billy Preston, Janis Ian” 6:02 -
7:30). The “Academy of Better Careers” sketch portrayed the new era of telecommunications
and a rising job field for women at the time, whose voices were a fit for answering phones
(“George Carlin, Billy Preston, Janis Ian” 41:31 - 43:10). The ad featured a white, middle-aged
woman who answered the phone from a white, male caller looking to hire women to work as
receptionists. The woman was given the opportunity to work, but the sketch probably led to false
hopes among women of color and those who did not meet the physical criteria to be able to work
as a phone operator (Blakemore 1). Women are now being depicted as strong and independent in
sketches from this past season, and one could even go as far as to say men have become more
dependent on them. This is visible in an R&B song “On the Couch,” featuring The Weeknd,
Chris Redd and Kenan Thompson who end up sleeping on the couch at night because their lover
was unhappy or unsatisfied with the way they were being treated (“Daniel Craig” 21:20 - 24:25).
This sketch characterizes women as being able to stand up for themselves and confront men
when they do not think they are being respected, a contrast from “New Dad Insurance.” Two
common blueprints for female characters present in season 1 were the ‘nagging wife’ type or the
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‘over-sexualized woman.’ A skit featuring Jim Henson’s muppets in season one, episode one
perfectly demonstrates these stereotypes. King Ploobis, the main character, argues with his wife
because she is complaining about her health and making King Ploobis help with her condition. In
this argument, King Ploobis points out his wife’s old age and frequently rolls his eyes. Once his
wife walks away, a seemingly younger muppet appears with big lips, lots of makeup, and
cleavage showing. She begins to seduce King Ploobis and acts very sexually towards him. These
stereotypes still occasionally appear in recent seasons of SNL, however, their character diversity
has improved. For example, there are many characters, including recurring ones, that are part of
the LGBTQ+ community.
When reviewing past episodes of SNL’s first season there was little diversity within the
cast. With a total of nine main cast members, three were women and one was black. The rest of
the cast? White males. SNL’s season 45 cast totals to 17 members. There are seven
female-identifying cast members and four black cast members as well as one Mexican-American
and one Asian-American cast member. In addition, Kate McKinnon and Bowen Yang are two
openly gay cast members on the show. Racial issues within the show’s cast and content have
persisted throughout the decades, but have taken on different forms. In the seventh episode of the
first season, Richard Pryor came on as the first Black host of SNL. In that same episode, Chase
used a slew of anti-black racial slurs, including the N-word, in the “Racist Word Association
Interview” sketch while interviewing Pryor, to which he then responded with anti-white rhetoric.
This performance began as a normal interview until it escalated to a point where racial-slurs
were said live on television (“Richard Pryor and Gil Scott-Heron” 20:56 - 23:11). In 2021, this
would typically result in the actor being fired or at least suspended from the show. However,
when this ‘joke’ was made, the audience burst out in laughter. What was interesting was the
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Rolling Stone noted that this example was most likely the last time a white man said the N-word
and actually diffused the situation instead of making it worse (Olito 1). This kind of content is
certainly not something that viewers would see today, however, this does not mean SNL has not
had any recent racial and homophobic controversies.
On September 12, 2019, SNL announced three new comedians to join the season 45 cast,
one of those being Shane Gillis. Within hours of the announcement, videos of Gillis came to
light. These videos showed Gillis making several racist and homophobic remarks. According to
NPR, "…[Gillis] uses a racist slur and makes fun of Chinese accents during a discussion about
Chinatown. In another episode, he uses gay slurs to describe comedians he doesn't think are
funny” (Romo). Saturday Night Live later issued an apology and announced that Gillis was fired
and that they do not stand by his remarks. However, there is another issue present: how did SNL
overlook this content by Gillis? If the public was able to easily find these disgusting remarks by
Gillis, how did SNL not find them? Or was this something that they chose to overlook? Of
course, we will not know the answers to these questions, but it does make someone wonder if
SNL has truly changed since 1975 or if they only act progressive because it aligns with their
target audience. Recently, SNL has avoided comedic sketches on race in its shows, only
occasionally bringing up relevant topics such as the impersonation of Andrew Yang by Bowen
Yang and immigration. It is also worth noting that after 45 years, Bowen Yang is not only the
first Chinese-American to become a regular cast member, but also one of the very few openly
gay men on the show (Framke 1). The show’s goal to diversify its on-air talent has improved
over time, but it is still far from what people of color deem to be a true depiction of the diversity
of society today.
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For a show that has been on air for over forty years, Saturday Night Live has been able to
adapt over time while staying true to the comedic heart of the show that its audience loves. Since
the first episode, the show has been through many cast, crew and production changes. Although
the content and appearance of SNL have evolved to reflect the current events and trends in the
U.S., the lack of racial diversity both on- and off-screen still persists. It is a possibility that in
future seasons, more and more black, indigenous and people of color will have a chance to
include their voices and be part of the production of SNL. The show must be able to increase
diversity within its cast, especially because there has become a decreasing tolerance for shows
that are unable to be inclusive. Bowen Yang is the show’s first-ever Asian American full-time
cast member although the show is in its 45th season. Facts like this show the underrepresentation
that SNL has; however, by analyzing how the show has changed since the first season, it is safe
to assume that SNL is not done growing.
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